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ABSTRACT
Reliability failure mechanisms, such as time dependent dielectric e
breakdown, electromigration, and thermal cycling have become a .
key concern in processor design. The traditional approach to reli- X
ability qualification assumes that the processor will operate at maxi- V|;
mum performance continuously under worst case voltage and tem- Typical
perature conditions. However, the typical processor spends a very
small fraction of its operational time at maximum voltage and tem-
perature. In this paper, we show how this results in a reliability Time (years) - 10
"slack" that can be leveraged to provide increased performance dur-
ing periods ofpeak processor demand. We develop a novel, real time Figure 1. Reliability degradation over time.
reliability model based on workload driven conditions. We then In this paper, we propose the use of so-called dynamic reliability
propose a new dynamic reliability management (DRM) scheme that management (DRM), where real-time workloads and thermal infor-
results in 20-35% performance improvement during periods of peak mation provides accurate inputs to reliability models for projecting
computational demand while ensuring the required reliability life- the degradation caused by various failure mechanisms. The pro-
time. jected failure probability is used to control the maximum voltage in

the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) algorithm.

C.8 [ategories]n Subjormanetade .Ritors The concept of DRM is motivated in Figure 1. The line labeled
worst-case shows accumulated damage due to a failure mechanism,

General Terms: Management, Reliability, Design, Perform- such as oxide breakdown, over a 10-year time span under worst-case
ance conditions. The accumulated damage from typical processor usage

traces is shown by the line labeled typical and results in much lower
Keywords: Dynamic Reliability Management, Modeling, final damage after 10 years. Hence, the failure probability for this
Oxide Breakdown, Electromigration, Thermal Cycling typical usage is well below that of the specification, and the maxi-

mum allowed operating voltage is unnecessarily constrained, result-

1. Introduction ing in a loss ofpotential performance.
Traditional reliability qualification techniques project lifetime based DRM was first introduced in [1] using a sum of failure rates method
upon failure mechanisms, such as dielectric breakdown or elec- while considering multiple reliability mechanisms. Lu and co-
tromigration, assessed at constant worst-case operating conditions. authors [2] analyzed electromigration effects and suggested dynamic
While this approach is an accepted method of ensuring reliability, thermal management. However, both approaches focus on short
the limits it places on supply voltage leaves a significant and increas- time scales, and more critically do not explore the control system
ing reliability margin between processor performance at worst-case required to obtain performance gains.
conditions and at typical conditions. Varying environmental condi- In this paper, we implement a DRM system using physics-based
tions linked to portable products combine with power reduction failure models, expressed as incremental damage mechanisms using
techniques to exacerbate the limitation of conventional worst-case a linear cumulative damage model referred to as Miner's rule [3].
qualification methodology. The performance impact ofDRM in systems with DVS control tech-

niques is analyzed with a focus on macro-level user-collected proc-
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behavior with minimal computational expense. High level compact alif, MTFref is a reference value that would be characterized at
models for oxide breakdown, electromigration and thermal cycling worst-case conditions for the design, and MTF(J, T) is an MTF calcu-
are addressed in the following sections. In our proposed approach, lation that is performed with varying current density and temperature
we cast all reliability models such that they express wear-out in averaged over a time window, At.
terms of accumulated damage, or fraction of lifetime consumed.

Thi alow sipl prjcin of th falrr at at th dsie life- A Weibull distribution is used to convert the percentage of lifetime
Tim d allows theur s ofderadaion rdepdt modes for figure (Oiwe) to a probability of failure. A self-consistent temperaturetimeach rabl mechanism, a,.cap atis lostnwen deling is calculated for wires in each layer considering the thermal effectsdichrelyiwithiprobab e,

a' of wire resistance and the current density at a given supply voltage
[7]. The EM modeling in this work is limited to unidirectional cur-

2.1 Oxide Breakdown rents (power/ground network) due to the greatly reduced experimen-
Oxide breakdown, or dielectric breakdown, is a degradation mecha- tal observation of failures in wires with bi-directional current [8].
nism that results in a low-impedance path through an insulating or
dielectric barrier. Each tunneling charge has a probability of creat- 2.3 Thermal Cycling
ing a defect when passing through the oxide. When a "critical" de- Thermal cycling is a mechanical stress mechanism that is manifested
fect density is reached, there is a high probability that a low- in many locations on an integrated circuit including solder connec-
impedance defect path exists in the oxide and a runaway current path tions and thin-film interfaces. Blish [9] related the number of cycles
through the insulating film will develop. The relationship between of thermal fatigue of various materials on a silicon die to the thermal
charge tunneling through the oxide and the defect density is ex- swingviathewell-knownCoffin-MansonEquation[10]:
pressed below in Equation 1, where NBD is the defect density, PDG iS -m
the probability of defect generation, and ',,nelis the tunneling cur- N (AT)m (6)
rent [4]. N E (A7*ref ) (7)

t~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y
t iAT-m

NBD ;t~fPDG (V9 T)Itunnzel (V, T)dt (l)ttT
The number of cycles, Ncyc, before breakdown is related to the ther-

A simple sui mh lymal swing AT and a coefficient depending upon the materials in-A simple simulation methodology for estimatng the critical defect volved. In this work, we consider thin-film cracking damage with a
density required for a low-impedance defect path was originally Coffin-Manson exponent of 8.4 [9] and again use Miner's rule to
developed by Degraeve [5]. The PDF generated from Degraeve's express Equation 6 as a percentage of lifetime, seen in Equation 7.
percolation model is fit to a Weibull distribution and used to calcu- ATresis a reference thermal swing that the system is designed to
late the probability of entering the onset of defect-induced oxide withstand, and AT represents a measured thermal swing that may
breakdown for anindividual device.wtsadanATrpeetamauedhralwightmydiffer from the reference. Equation 7 is used to sum the damage
The tunneling current through a gate oxide is calculated using caused by thermal swings to express their contribution in terms of
BSIM4 model equations. In this work, published defect generation equivalent cycles of a larger swing ATref.
relationships from an IBM technology node are used in the simula-
tions [4]. This oxide breakdown model allows an incremental sum- 3. System-Level Modeling
mation of defect density at variable supply voltage and temperature In order to derive the total projected system failure probability at the
stress conditions. This closed-form, high-level oxide breakdown end of lifetime, t1if, we perform two tasks: 1) Based on the existing
model is therefore ideal for a real-time DRM system considering stress history and accumulated damage for a particular failure
dynamic stress conditions. mechanism and device at the current time tl,we project the probabil-

ity of failure for that failure mechanism and device at tlif. 2) We
2.2 Electromigration combine the failure probabilities for all considered failure mecha-nisms and devices. We discuss each step below.Black's formula [6] is a well-known relationship between the mean
time to failure of an interconnect and the current density, tempera- In the system, the damage (DI) at time t1 is extrapolated to the dam-
ture and physical dimensions of the wire as shown in Equation 2: age (Dlif) at time tlif, based on history information about the rate of

MTF = AJ-ne(Ea /kT) (2) damage up to time t1 using the following simple linear extrapolation:

The term A is a function of the materials and geometric structure of Dlife D (8)
the wire and generally increases with both width and thickness of the
structure. J is the current density, Ea is an activation energy for atom Equation 8 accounts for environmental conditions and workload
transport, k is the Boltzmann constant, and Tis temperature. history intrinsically, providing a lifetime projection that is tailored to

the exact stress conditions experienced on the chip. Given the pro-
Miner's rule [3] (linear cumulative damage) is used to estimate the jected accumulated damage at tlif,, the probability of failure of an
EM lifetime of a conductor by adding the percentage of lifetime individual structure is then calculated using a cumulative distribution
consumed during each period ofvarying stress. function for the relevant reliability mechanism characterized for the

MTFrLf given process technology.
;le reMT f A (3 Individual device reliability projections are used to compute a chip-MTF(J, T) ~~~~~level reliability projection across all devices and all failure mecha-

Equation 3 summarizes the adaptation to Black's formula that allows nisms using the follow expression:
variable stress conditions to be expressed as a percentage of lifetime,
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(I_ P.)= 1i -P'=b) gain) delivered good control performance in the proposed DRM
bl f(I n ,-)(9 ytm

(I - PEM) = r n (I PEM-b-,) 5. Results and Discussion
b (1

Workload data from several desktop computers was collected over

(1- Pi'c )= H| (l - Pwo -b) several months to provide realistic processor utilization information
with a wide-range of system behavior. A processor layout similar to

Pox is the probability of oxide failure, PEM is the probability of an the Alpha 21264 (16mm x 16mm) is used with process parameters
electromigration failure, and P, is the probability of a thermal cy- based on 130nm industrial models. Initial power estimates are gen-
cling failure. Oxide breakdown failure probability is calculated erated by Wattch and used with the processor utilization data col-
based on the number of devices per functional unit (db) with a spe- lected to generate workload-based voltage/frequency/power traces.
cific failure rate for a device from each individual functional unit The PID controller assigns voltage/frequency pairs based upon the
(P 'OXb). Electromigration failure rate is projected from the individ- requested performance and the reliability state of the system. Hot-
ual failure rate (P'EM-I) across the number of wires (n), in each layer Spot 2.0 is used to calculate temperatures for each functional unit in
(1) and block (b). Thermal cycling failure is calculated as a compo- the design using power numbers adjusted according to the selected
nent from each block (b). Since the primary parameters that cause supply voltage.
correlation between these failure mechanisms (voltage, temperature) £
are directly used in the calculation of accumulated stress over the
simulated timespan, the correlation between these failure mecha-
nisms is naturally considered. This observation allows the simple 2* a.g to l

4;
calculation of a total chip failure rate using probabilistic independ-
ence, which is used to drive the control algorithm in Section 4. ur. -

4. DRM System . . , ,.
Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) is ideal for managing

reliability concems, since oxide breakdown and electromigration are
I

both strongly voltage dependent and reductions in supply voltage Y..
greatly reduce the effect of these wear-out mechanisms. Thermal ' 4 a a * lx * 9

cycling damage can be indirectly limited by capping the maximum la"_
supply voltage, which limits the maximum temperature. Chip failure <
probability information generated from the models in Section 2-3 are I ,.
used in a control algorithm to set a maximum allowable voltage for *'
the DVS voltage assigniment step. Figure 3. DRM Operation for Workload C630 (16 seconds)
A PID-based control algorithm is proposed as the key mechanism to 18000
provide maximum improvement in peak circuit performance when

14000
necessary, without affecting steady-state performance or compromis- DRM-Enabled
ing reliability. Equation 11 describes the behavior of a PID control 12000 R
system, where e(t) is an error signal, and v(t) is the output being
controlled: 8000

j Conventional

v(t) = v(t - l)+ P[e(t)+ R fe(t)dt+D ae)D (11) 4000 DVS Rang
~~~~~~at14000

P is the proportional gain, R is the reset or integral gain, and D is the 0
derivative gain. The proportional gain governs the response time of 0.70 0.80 0.00 100 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.00 1.70
the controller, integral gain corrects for offset, and the derivative BtV00.1
gain limits overshoot in the allowable voltage. In the proposed Figure 4. Detailed DRM-DVS voltage distribution.
DRM system, e(t) is the probability ofsystem failure projected to the The PD controller updates the maximum voltage every 5Ops in the
lifetime, t1jf, and v(t) is the maximum voltage available to the DVS short time limit simulations in Figures 3-4 and every hour in lifetime
algorithm, simulations in Figure 5. A figure of merit to quantify the perform-
Tuning the PID algorithm is dependent upon the desired response ance gains available with DRM that will be used throughout the
time and the length of time to correct offset issues. Overshoot, or results discussion is "peak performance improvemenf'. This figure
selecting a maximum voltage that is too large, leads to a number of is a measure of the improvement in attainable frequency (%) during
negative side-effects in a DVS system. To compensate for the ex- periods ofpeak CPU demand. This is a measure ofhow well DRM
cessive amount of wear-out damage, the algorithm will reduce the provides additional perfomiance when it is needed most by the user.
clock frequency below nominal which could limit performance in
subsequent time periods. With poor proportional gain tuning, feed-
back instability leads to oscillation between high and low voltages.
Setting a relatively high derivative gain (on the order of proportional
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Figure 6. Peak Performance vs. Workload Activity
20.20_ - 6. Conclusionsr.0 1 2 3 4er,l,3(warT a 6 10 A detailed implementation of dynamic reliability management is

Figure 5. 10 year reiability simulation. presented for the first time, including a model for failure rate predic-
tion under three common failure mechanisms and a PID-based con-

The traces in Figure 3 are of a DRM simulation spanning 16 sec- trol system that balances increased throughput in peak-demand peri-
onds, allowing a detailed look at the interplay between the voltage, ods with the remaining reliability lifetime. Workload and processor
workload, temperature and projected failure rate at the 10 year life- utilization information collected for typical users is used to quantify
time. The histogram in Figure 4 shows the corresponding frequency achievable gains in peak processor performance. On-chip real-time
of voltage assignments. The plot is bimodal since all tasks that re- reliability monitoring allows supply voltages to be boosted beyond
quire peak performance are executed at the maximum supply voltage nominal values set during worst-case qualification, enhancing re-
allowed by the PID controller. Although there is no voltage limit sponsiveness during periods of critical computational demand. We
upon the system, Figure 4 shows that an upper bound on voltage observe typical peak performance gains of 20-35% over a variety of
could be placed at 1.5V to accommodate power distribution or volt- real-world workloads and usage profiles, without exceeding the
age regulator limitations with minimal impact. specified lifetime budget.
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